
CS279 Assignment 3 

Code Tutorial



Section 2: Cellular Structure

Image Analysis, Principal Component Analysis, and Characterization of Keratocytes



Background Info [lecture 8]

● Imaging helps us learn about the 
structure of cells
○ Light microscopy, electron microscopy

● Computation is an important part of 
imaging techniques and processing

● A (grayscale) image can be thought 
of as:
○ A function of two variables
○ A 2D array of brightness values
○ A matrix of brightness values

● A (color) image can be thought 
of/treated as:
○ Three separate images, one for each R, 

G, B
○ A function that returns three values (R, G, 

B) for each (x, y) coordinate/pair



Setup

● LTS machines:
○ If you run your code and get the following error:

○ Open terminal and use the command: python3.9 -m pip install 
<module_name>

■ In this case, module_name = imageio
● Local machines: activate your conda environment & install 

required packages:

● Switch your interpreter to the new environment:

○ Correctness check: celltool -h in terminal prints a help document, and 
running filter.py does not yield any ‘ModuleNotFoundError’



Setup

● To copy pathname:
○ Mac: right-click on file → hold option 

key → ‘copy [filename] as Pathname’
○ Press and hold the shift key → 

right-click on folder → “Copy as path”

● Once in imgs folder:
○ Two approaches: use 

[imgFolder]/[imgFileName] or ‘copy 
pathname’ each time

● You won’t be able to put more 
commands in the terminal until 
you exit the image

● LTS users: make sure to use 
‘python3.9’ (no space)



Setup

● Both the original and filtered 
images are output, but they might 
be on top of each other

● The color map on the right maps 
the colors in the image to a range 
of values; hover over a pixel for 
precise values at that location



Exercise 1

● Low-pass filter: smooths an image by reducing its 
high-frequency components

● ‘Mean filter’: replaces each pixel value with the average of its 
neighbors, including itself

● An image can be represented as a 2D array where each 
element in the array is a pixel value

○ In the starter code, this is ‘X’

● Create an np.array R: np.ones((num, num))
● The size of the matrix defines the ‘neighborhood’ over which 

we’ll be taking the average
○ Size = 1: consider just the pixel
○ Size = 3: consider immediate neighbors

● Convolution is a mathematical operation that combines two 
arrays (in this case, an image and a filter) to produce a third 
array (the filtered image)

○ In image processing, convolution is like applying a sliding window 
over the image and calculating a weighted sum at each position

○ Imagine the filter as a smaller window we slide over the image. At 
each position, the filter multiplies each corresponding pair of filter & 
image pixels, then sums all these multiplied values

○ This sum then becomes a single pixel value in the output image

● What type of filter, regardless of size, will take the average 
of exactly the pixels it is placed over?



Exercise 2

● Edit the numbers
● Run the code
● Evaluate the images with the new 

numbers: 
○ python filter.py 

mitochondria/mitochondria.png 
median

○ python filter.py 
mitochondria/mitochondria.png 
gaussian

● Recommendation: create a 
separate doc tracking the 
different numbers with 
screenshots of the outputs to 
refer back to later



Exercise 3

● hp filter:
○ Using the example matrix subtracts 

the average of the surrounding pixels 
from the center pixel → more contrast, 
and highlights regions of rapid 
intensity change

○ The higher the c_var, the greater 
difference between the central pixel 
and the surrounding pixels

○ Understanding check: why is the 
center factor in the example matrix 8 
while the surrounding factors are -1?

● gaussianHP filter:
○ If you remove the low-frequency 

components of an image, you’re left 
with the high-frequency components



Exercise 4

● python show.py 
caulobacter/WT.tif
○ Get a sense of the pixel values by 

exploring this image (hover over the 
pixels to get coordinates & value)

● Element-wise comparison in 
NumPy arrays:
○ someVal = 5
○ Arr = [0, -1, 4, 7, 8, 0]
○ threshArr = (Arr < 5)
○ #threshArr = [False, False, False, True, 

True, False]
○ How to go from boolean values to 0s 

and 1s?
● Some of this exercise will depend 

on trial and error



Questions 4 & 5

● [if currently in imgs]:
○ cd ..
○ cd masks

● Python show.py 
caulobacter/WT00.tif
○ WT00 to WT18

● To use show.py: use full 
pathname
○ Otherwise, can view images as 

normal



Questions 4 & 5

● Full pathname: 
/Users/lucibresette/Downloads/assn3_s
tarter_code/masks

● Recommendation: type command rather 
than copy/paste
○ Alternatively, copy into a separate 

document/app, edit, then copy into terminal
○ The \ character is a newline and does not 

need to be copied
● Functionality checks:

○ After first command: cauloContours folder 
created

○ After second command: masks contains 
cauloContours.svg
■ Open with → google chrome

● To open a .contour file: select any file in 
the cauloContours folder → Open with → 
TextEdit (or any other text editor)



Exercise 5

● Functionality check:
○ After first section: folder 

‘cauloAligned’ created in ‘masks’
○ After second section: 

‘cauloAligned.svg’ created in ‘masks’

● Principal component analysis:

Essentially, 
identifies a 
lower-dimensional 
space to describe a 
high-dimensional 
dataset

I.e., find a straight line (defined by the vector c) such 
that when all the points are ‘projected’ or ‘dropped’ on 

this line, they are spread out as much as possible



Question 6

● Have to cd out of masks before 
running python pca/plotData.py:
○ [from masks directory] cd ..
○ Or, use full pathname: python 

/Users/lucibresette/Downloads/assn3
_starter_code/pca/plotData.py

● Then:
○ cd ..
○ Should be in assignment folder 

directory
○ Can then run python project.py 0, 

python project.py inf



Exercise 6

● Go back into masks folder:
○ If currently in pca folder: 

■ cd ..
■ cd masks

○ Or, use full pathname: cd 
/Users/lucibresette/Downloads/assn3
_starter_code/masks

● Functionality checks:
○ For the first part: file 

‘cauloModel.contour’ created in 
masks folder

○ Second part: cauloModel.svg created 
in masks folder



Exercise 7

● Navigate to the masks folder:
○ As full path: 

/Users/lucibresette/Downloads/assn3
_starter_code/masks

● Functionality checks:
○ After first block: folder ‘kContours’ 

created inside ‘masks’
○ After second block: folder ‘kAligned’ 

created inside ‘masks’
○ After third block: files 

‘kModel-normalized-positions.csv’, 
‘kModel-positions.csv’, and 
‘kModel.contour’ created in ‘masks

○ After fourth block: ‘kModel.svg” 
created inside ‘masks’



Exercise 8

● Functionality checks (note these 
are all in the ‘masks’ folder):
○ After first block: file ‘A.csv’ created
○ After second block: file ‘B.csv’ created
○ After third block: file ‘X.csv’ created
○ After fourth block: file ‘dist.svg’ 

created
○ After fifth block: file ‘areas.svg’ 

created


